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Agenda 

l  8:00-8:10   Welcome 
l  8:10-8:45   Intro To Environment 
l  8:45-9:00   HPC Perspective on Accelerators 
l  9:00-10:00   Intro To OpenACC 
l  10:00-10:30   Break and Exercise Session 
l  10:30-11:15   You become OpenACC programmers 
l  11:15-11:45   Second Break and Exercise Session   
l  12:00   Whew…Lunch! 
 



Our  Environment Today 

l  Your laptops or workstations: only used for portal access 
 
l  KIDS is our HPC platform 

We will here briefly go through the steps to login, edit, 
compile and run before we get into the real materials 
 
We want to get all of the distractions and local trivia out of 
the way here.  Everything after this talk applies to any GPU 
environment you will encounter. 



Our  Environment 
l  We are using the Keeneland Initial Delivery System (KIDS).  The basic specs are: 

l  120 nodes  
l  12 CPU cores per node (2 sockets) 
l  Westmere CPUs 
l  Qlogic QDR Interconnect 

The Keeneland Initial Delivery System (KIDS) is an HP SL-390 (Ariston) cluster with 
Intel Westmere hex-core CPUs, NVIDIA 6GB Fermi GPUs, a Qlogic QDR InfiniBand 
interconnect, and runs Centos. Each node has two hex-core CPUs and 3 GPUs, with a 
total of 120 nodes, 240 CPUs and 360 GPUs. Each node has 24 GB memory. 
 
The only file system we will use is the 2GB 
NFS home directory that you all have. 



Keeneland – Full Scale System 
Ini$al	  Delivery	  system	  installed	  in	  Oct	  2010	  
• 201	  TFLOPS	  in	  7	  racks	  (90	  sq	  ;	  incl	  service	  area)	  
• 902	  MFLOPS	  per	  waA	  on	  HPL	  (#12	  on	  Green500)	  
• Upgraded	  April	  2012	  to	  255	  TFLOPS	  
• Over	  200	  users,	  100	  projects	  using	  KID	  

Full	  scale	  system	  
• 792	  M2090	  GPUs	  contribute	  to	  aggregate	  system	  peak	  of	  615	  TF	  

ProLiant	  SL250	  G8	  
(2CPUs,	  	  3GPUs)	  

S6500	  Chassis	  
(4	  Nodes)	  

Rack	  
(6	  Chassis)	  

M2090	  

Xeon	  E5-‐2670	  

Mellanox	  384p	  FDR	  Infiniband	  Switch	  

Integrated	  with	  NICS	  
Datacenter	  Lustre	  and	  XSEDE	  

Full	  PCIeG3	  X16	  
bandwidth	  to	  all	  GPUs	  

166 
GFLOPS 

665 
GFLOPS 

2327 
GFLOPS 
32/18 GB 

9308 
GFLOPS 

55848 
GFLOPS 

614450 
GFLOPS 

J.S. Vetter, R. Glassbrook et al., “Keeneland: Bringing heterogeneous GPU computing to the computational science community,” 
IEEE Computing in Science and Engineering, 13(5):90-5, 2011, http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/MCSE.2011.83.  

Keeneland	  System	  
(11	  Compute	  Racks)	  



KIDS v. KFS 
Item	   KID (current)	   KFS	  

Started Operation	   Nov 2010*	   October 2012	  

Equ. Budget	   $1.5M	   $3.5M	  

Node	   HP Proliant SL390	   HP Proliant SL250	  

# Nodes	   120	   264	  

GPU	   M2090 (Fermi) 
Upgraded from M2070 in Spring 2012 

M2090 (Fermi)	  

# GPUs	   360	   792	  

GPU Peak DP	   665	   665	  

GPU Mem BW	   177	   177	  

GPU DGEMM	   470	   470	  

Host PCI	   PCIeG2x16	   PCIeG3x16	  

Interconnect	    Integrated Mellanox IB QDR	   Mellanox IB FDR	  

IB Ports/node	   1	   1	  

IB Switches	   Qlogic QDR 384	   Mellanox IB FDR Switch	  

Memory/node	   24	   32	  

Host CPU	   Westmere	   Sandy Bridge	  

GPU/CPU Ratio	   3:2	   3:2	  

Racks	   7	   14	  

DP Peak (GPUs only) (TF)	   239	   527	  



NVIDIA Fermi - M2090 
l  3B transistors in 40nm 
l  512 CUDA Cores 

–  New IEEE 754-2008  
floating-point standard 

–  FMA 

–  8 the peak double precision 
arithmetic performance over 
NVIDIA's last generation GPU 

–  32 cores per SM, 21k threads per 
chip 

l  384b GDDR5, 6 GB capacity 
–  178 GB/s memory BW 

l  C/M2090 
–  665 GigaFLOPS DP, 6GB 
–  ECC Register files, L1/L2 

caches, shared memory 
and DRAM 



KIDS Node Architecture SL390 



Getting Connected 
There is a new XSEDE logon method that is much easier for Keeneland: the 
Single Sign On Login Hub 
 
From anywhere that you can ssh (using a Putty terminal, for example), ssh to the 
Hub with your XSEDE credentials: 

   ssh urbanic@login.xsede.org 

From the hub, gsissh to KIDS (not one of the given choices): 

 gsissh gsissh.kids.gatech.xsede.org 



Editors 

For editors, we have several options: 
 

–  emacs 
–  vi 
–  nano : use this if you aren’t familiar with the others 



Compiling 
We will be using standard Fortran and C compilers for this 
session (with PGI’s special extensions).  They should look 
familiar. 
 

l  pgcc for C 
l  pgf90 for Fortran 

 
We will be using some special switches and options as we go. 



Makefiles 
We will be providing very basic makefiles for the examples and 
exercises.  They are simple and don’t do much – we could simply 
let you compile files directly: 
 
pgcc –acc -ta=nvidia exercise_1.c       or 

pgf90 –acc -ta=nvidia exercise_1.f90 

 

This would pretty much cover it for most of what we are doing.  
However, the makefiles reflect more of the “porting a real project 
to a GPU using OpenACC” process.  So, we start with a normal 
serial C or Fortran makefile. 
 
 
 
 



Makefiles 
You will have to make some minor edits to these makefiles to 
enable OpenACC features.  If you are familiar with makefiles, this 
should be trivial.  If you are not, you are just fine: you might 
easily be able to guess where to add the options, or you can 
simply copy the makefile from the corresponding solutions 
directory if you really don’t care. 
 
After you edit your source code (and possibly makefile), you use 
the makefile to compile the final executable. 
 
C:       make 

Fortran: make –f Makefile_f90 



PBS (You may already know this) 
No, we don’t just do it to be control freaks 
 

–  Parallel machines are big 4D jigsaws that we need to fit 
together. 

–  If we didn’t annoy you with this, other users would annoy 
you more. 

–  This will be in place on every serious GPU resource that 
you don’t own. 

 



PBS Commands 

Only 3 simple commands: 

–  qsub to submit a job 
–  qstat to see how it and others are doing 
–  qdel to delete a job you don’t care about 

If you know about PBS, you can easily understand the basic 
jobfiles that we are using here.  If you don’t, you can probably 
make out what they are doing anyway, or you can simply just use 
them obliviously without any loss. 



Running a PBS job 
Here is a typical session of running a job, checking it, deleting it, and 
running it again. 
 
urbanic$ qsub test.job 
3254.kollman0.psc.edu 
urbanic$ qstat 
Job id                    Name             User            Time Use S Queue 
------------------------- ---------------- --------------- -------- - ----- 
3246.kollman0             qsub.sh          shirts          111:33:5 R batch           
3251.kollman0             qsub.sh          shirts          09:49:29 R batch           
3252.kollman0             qsub.sh          shirts                 0 Q batch           
3254.kollman0             test.job         urbanic                0 Q batch           
urbanic$ qdel 3254 
urbanic$ qstat 
Job id                    Name             User            Time Use S Queue 
------------------------- ---------------- --------------- -------- - ----- 
3246.kollman0             qsub.sh          shirts          111:42:5 R batch           
3251.kollman0             qsub.sh          shirts          09:58:29 R batch           
3252.kollman0             qsub.sh          shirts                 0 Q batch           
urbanic$ qsub test.job 
3255.kollman0.psc.edu 
 



PBS Returns Your Results 
Your job will return its output in a file named with the job name 
appended by the job number.  Something like test.job.o3255 
 
urbanic$ more test.job.o3255 
 
Warning: no access to tty (Bad file descriptor). 
Thus no job control in this shell. 
 
Hello! 
 

 
There is an annoying warning at the top that you can ignore, followed 
by the output of your program  (just “Hello!” in the above job). 
 



PBS Recap 
 
 

1.  Edit the source files, and maybe makefiles, in our 
exercises 

2.  Run the provided makefile (“make”) 
3.  qsub the correct jobscript (“qsub laplace_acc.job”) 
4.  Wait for your output file (“more laplace_acc.job.o4323”) 
 
 
 



For Those With Pre-existing NICS Accounts 

Depending on your default charge account, you may get an error 
message including text similar to: 

You are not authorized to charge to project "NO_DEFAULT_PROJECT" on KIDS. 
 … 
You are allowed to charge to the following project(s): 
   TG-TRA120043 

 
This means you need to include a line like 

#PBS -A TG-TRA120043 

 
At the top of your jobscripts.  Of course, use your own proper 
project ID.  There will be time during exercises to deal with this. 



Our Setup For This Workshop 
After you copy the files from ~training, you will have: 
 
/exercises 

 test 
 exercise_1     (more descriptive names actually) 

 exercise_2 
 exercise_3 

 
/solutions 

 exercise_1 
 exercise_2 
 exercise_3 

 
 



Our Setup For This Workshop 
The included files look something like: 
 
/exercise_1 

 laplace2d.c   C source file 
 Makefile   C makefile 
 laplace2d.f90   Fortran source file 
 Makefile_f90   Fortran makefile 
 laplace_omp.job  Serial job file 
 laplace_acc.job  GPU job file 
 timer.h   Helper file you can ignore 

 
Foreshadowing: we optionally use OpenMP in the serial versions.  We will 
discuss this when we get there. 



Our Setup For This Workshop 
As you do the exercises you will generate files like these: 
 
 
/exercise_1 

 laplace_omp   “Serial” executable 
 laplace_acc   GPU accelerated executable 
 laplace_acc.job.04452  output from accelerated job 

 
 
That is about it.  It will all make sense as we go along, and we can now 
focus on the fun stuff.  But first, one pass through the procedure… 

 
 



Preliminary    Exercise 
Let’s get the boring stuff out of the way now. 

1.  Login from your laptop or workstation to keeneland using the procedure described earlier 
 ssh username@login.xsede.org   then   gsissh gsissh.kids.gatech.xsede.org 

 
2.  Go to the training directory 

 cd /nics/b/home/training 
 

3.  Run the PGI compiler  configuration file there 
 ./change_to_pgi.bash 

4.  Copy the exercise and solution directories into your own home directory: 
 cp –r exercises ~/ 
 cp –r solutions ~/ 

 
5.  Logout and back in so that the configuration changes can take effect 

6.  Make sure you can edit a file (try nano if you don’t have a preference) 
 

7.  Test your compiler( We will skip the makefile for this basic exercise and just compile) 
 cd test        then 

  pgcc test.c    or      pgf90 test.f90 

8.  Test the batch system 
 qsub test.job 

  and make sure you get back output (It says “Congratulations!”  in the returned file) 
 


